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THE GROWTH OF DEVOPS
The arrival of multi-platform applications has forever transformed the 
way organizations innovate. While past strategies were solely aimed at 
specific pieces of hardware like the desktop, the explosion of mobile 
and tablet devices has opened up new avenues – and pressures – to 
compete in a market of choices. 

One strategy that forward-thinking organizations have employed to tackle 
these challenges is DevOps, a philosophy that is built on continuous 
innovation, automation, and team collaboration. Compared to the 
incumbent methodologies of Waterfall and Agile, the move to DevOps 
is not just a journey that entails shuffling employees around, but also 
requires employee buy-in, the adoption of new technologies, and an 
appetite for transformation.

In this guide, we’ll walk you through the DevOps journey in five key 
steps, from definition to unleashing innovation and change. Our work 
with leading organizations in healthcare, energy, telecommunications and 
other industries enables us to share some of the best practices we’ve 
developed in nearly 20 years of solving the toughest IT challenges.  

Now let’s take a closer look at the five key steps to DevOps success: 

1. Defining DevOps

2. IT review and assessment

3. Establishing building blocks and culture

4. Migration and shift 

5. Unleashing innovation and change
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Step 1: 

DEFINING DEVOPS
A (VERY) BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW WE GOT HERE
Creating innovative technologies and meeting customer demands 
have always been top of mind for leading organizations. While many 
companies have had great intentions in this regard, the execution 
left gaps among technology, functional, and business teams, 
creating separation and disabling effective collaboration. 

Many organizations’ development approach leverages two primary 
strategies: Waterfall and Agile. Waterfall is the iterative design of 
software technologies while Agile depends on sprints to release 
features on a regular basis. 

DevOps originated from the challenge of having to transition back 
and forth between Agile development and managing technology. 
The merging of the two through “Agile Infrastructure” showed that 
DevOps – a portmanteau of software development and IT operations 
– was a philosophy worth exploring.

In 2014 DevOps was labeled by mainstream organizations as a 
legitimate trend. A survey at that time by DevOps software firm 
Puppet indicated only 16% of respondents were interested in 
DevOps.1 In 2017, 70% of the Global 500 indicated they would 
develop DevOps by the end of the year.2

https://www.ca.com/us/rewrite/articles/devops/a-short-history-of-devops.html
http://apmdigest.com/idc-2017-predictions-dawn-of-dx-economy-and-rise-of-digital-native-enterprise
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WHAT IS DEVOPS?
DevOps should not be thought of as a solution. Rather, it’s a philosophy 
that seeks to make the entire software development, IT operations, 
and business process easier through the adoption of appropriate tools, 
technologies, and staffing. 

Any successful philosophy is also driven by a system or a toolchain, 
which is a set of programming tools used to perform complex 
operations needed to develop software. In general, the components 
of a toolchain are executed in subsequent fashion so that the resulting 
state of a piece of software is ready for the next tool to be used. Thus, 
there is no such thing as a pure DevOps tool, but rather a collection of 
solutions that enhance the software development process. 

As a whole, the toolchain consists of steps that achieve the following 
and are executed concurrently as opposed to through silos: 

• Plan – Gather ideas that benefit both the technical and business 
sides of the business. Much of what happens here also impacts 
the management of IT infrastructure. 

• Create – Build, code, and configure the software development 
including the improvement of code quality and software build 
performance. 

• Verify – Ensure good quality assurance. During the verification 
process, activities include acceptance testing, regression testing, 
and configuration testing. 

• Preproduction – The preproduction process handles activities 
including release staging and holding, package configuration, and 
triggered releases. 

• Release – Schedule, orchestrate, provision, and deploy software 
into production and targeted environments for consumption. 

• Configure – The operational activities of DevOps include 
application provisioning and configuration, infrastructure storage, 
and database management. 

• Monitor – In conjunction with development, monitor infrastructure 
performance, end-user behavior, and production metrics. 

With emerging technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial 
intelligence (AI), mixed reality, and continued growth in cloud continuing 
to drive market interest, organizations that understand and adopt the 
values of DevOps will rise to the top of the pack. 

It’s a philosophy that seeks to make 
the entire software development, IT 
operations, and business process easier 
through the adoption of appropriate 
tools, technologies, and staffing.
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No specific tools required.
Automation

Waterfall Agile DevOps

Methodology

Collaboration

Teamwork

Scheduling

Communication  
Style

No specific tools required. Automation is a key tenet of DevOps and used 
throughout the innovation process.

Iterative deployment through a step-by-step 
process. Can feed into DevOps processes.

Develop and release method. Once software  
is released, it’s onto the next sprint.

Taking what is released and deploying through 
safest methodology. Collaborative among all  
team members. 

Compartmentalized within teams. Compartmentalized between teams –  
a Scrum Master can do all the work.

Cross-functional between teams – everyone 
can do a little bit of everything and specialists 
are available immediately.

Dependent on where development is. Daily standup meetings to discuss next steps  
and needs between technical stakeholders. 

Regular interactions between technical and 
business teams, including process shifts and 
other changes. 

Dependent on iteration. Compartmentalized within teams. Multiple teams working together continuously.

As iterations are completed. Based on sprint philosophy. Features are  
released on a deadline.

Based on minimal disruption and maximum 
reliability. Features are released over several 
sprints. 

COMPARISON OF WATERFALL, AGILE, AND DEVOPS METHODOLOGIES 
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A WORD ABOUT SECURITY
Experts on the topic of DevOps may prefer to use the term 
DevSecOps, which encourages a mindset of security into the 
development process. With high demand for DevOps, Agile, and 
cloud technologies, development teams often ignore security 
early on, with the intent to implement later. This not only leaves 
security engineers out of the loop, but also creates vulnerabilities in 
systems and tests the trust of the public. 

In our work with clients, we communicate that technology leaders 
cannot choose to add-on security as simply another “feature.” 
Rather, security must be a critical consideration in all five steps 
of the DevOps journey and security engineers must be looped in 
where necessary. Whether you prefer DevOps or DevSecOps, 
protecting your organization and your customers is key before 
embarking on any project. 

We’ll discuss the importance of collaboration and inserting 
organizational culture throughout this guide. 

Security must be a critical 
consideration in all five steps  
of the DevOps journey.
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Step 2: 

ASSESS YOUR IT 
INFRASTRUCTURE
To embrace the new, you must first assess what you already have so 
that the path forward is clear. Step 2 explores the steps needed for a 
smooth review and assessment period. 

REVIEW ARCHITECTURE
You’re probably exploring DevOps because your organization can 
improve on its technology posture. It’s imperative to understand 
where improvements can be made and where your organization is 
in the technology lifecycle. Some questions to answer during this 
process include: 

• What are the gaps in the organization? Gap analysis  
is comparing where your organization is today with where  
it could be. During these types of analyses, you might  
discover unrealized assets that can be leveraged for even  
greater optimization. 

• What is our organizational maturity? Each organization is 
somewhere different in its business journey. We work with you 
to understand how DevOps fits within your organization’s path. 

• What does the enterprise architecture look like?  
DevOps isn’t a completely cloud-native operation. Many 
organizations make it work with a hybrid architecture, a 
combination of on-premises and cloud-based solutions. It’s  
during this step that you may discover that some assets can 
migrate to the cloud while others stay on-premises. 

• What about my data? On the flipside of existing assets  
is the data. Understanding how your data is managed and  
what can move will make the process of migration to  
DevOps much simpler. 
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LEADERSHIP BUY-IN
In a traditional business setting, the various existing functions exist independently, 
rarely wandering into the operations of others. With DevOps, you are witness to 
a transformation in collaboration, leadership, and cohesiveness among members 
of the team. As is standard with each transformation within an organization, being 
able to gather leadership buy-in is critical. The following are some considerations. 

Financial savings and efficiency 
Automation is a key component of DevOps, particularly for assessing elements 
like code quality, adopting automation, and the management of large-scale assets 
including data centers and servers. All of these combined mean greater efficiency 
and fewer needed resources, allowing organizations to run leaner and faster. 
Many organizations have even seen more code deploys and greater employee 
productivity compared to before.3 

Employee collaboration
DevOps breaks down the barrier between business units. While harrowing at 
first, the increased mentorship and sharing of ideas among peers leads to better 

products and understanding of business value. We’ll explore how culture can be 
properly created in the next section. 

Digital transformation commitment
Digital transformation is atop the CIO’s agenda more than ever, according to The 
Wall Street Journal4 and Nigel Warwick at research firm Forrester5. Warwick 
specifically sees teams embracing the agility brought about by DevOps to help 
organizations become more aligned. Embracing digital transformation also 
aligns with an increased interest in integration, led by the adoption of APIs, 
microservices, and virtualization services. 

Improved visibility
Finally, DevOps gives organizational leaders the visibility to share information 
about environments, processes, and status updates in new ways. Many DevOps 
solutions unite operational processes on a single pane of glass that allows for 
streamlined communications, eliminating the need for emailing spreadsheets and 
presentations. 

http://www.csoonline.com/article/3163020/software/the-business-case-for-continuous-delivery.html
http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2016/12/28/the-year-ahead-digital-transformation-tops-cio-agenda-for-17/
https://www.forrester.com/report/Predictions+2017+In+Digital+Transformation+The+Hard+Work+Of+Operational+Excellence+Begins/-/E-RES136411
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Success Story

HEALTHCARE
Healthcare organizations were among the earliest adopters of 
DevOps, even in the face of regulatory and security challenges. 
A leading nation-wide healthcare provider was struggling with 
frustrated customers who could not easily find the information 
they needed on the company’s website.

To ease issues, we implemented an Open Source solution 
with DevOps methodologies, including TomCat, MySQL, Java, 
Jenkins, and React.JS, to minimize costs while focusing on 
security and regulatory compliance. We also integrated modern 
web capabilities including text message notifications, call-to-
action widgets, and customer gamification features to drive 
engagement. These features were also continuously tested 
and deployed, which further reduced costs and time needed for 
quality assurance and testing. 

5 STEPS TO MASTERING DEVOPS  /  9 
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Once review, assessment, and buy-in are gained, it’s time to get to work on 
building the appropriate culture and technologies that will govern a smooth 
transition to DevOps. Let’s explore the ways to achieve both. 

CREATING A DEVOPS CULTURE
The first building block of innovation is a transformation in organizational culture or 
how employees work together. Though nebulous, the creation of a good company 
culture can provide great dividends to beating the competition and innovating. 

DevOps has intrigued numerous industry watchers including John R. Rymer of 
research firm Forrester. Understanding that the DevOps paradigm is impactful 
in the areas of knowledge transfer, skill development, focus improvement, and 
collaboration, Rymer sought to look at the long-term influences of the DevOps 
philosophy. His conclusions6: 

• Culture is built through inherent habits: Modern workforces no longer 
stick together for decades. As a result, bringing together team members in 

a DevOps framework is a far tougher challenge due to individualized habits. 
While DevOps may be new, how individual employees work may remain 
the same, creating a gap between the ideal and reality. As organizational 
psychologist Chris Cancialosi notes, DevOps is hardly an off-the-shelf  
solution – it must be built.7

• Modern office environments require change: Forrester’s research 
examined and found that the modern office environment does not meet 
the requirements of a DevOps-driven company. While DevOps encourages 
collaboration and communication, many buildings have walls that separate 
QA, development, business, and marketing from each other, with many 
resorting to instant message or email to get things done.

• Work-life balance: A healthy culture also means respecting the time of 
employees. Since code releases are conducted off-hours, organizational 
leaders must find ways to integrate DevOps solutions into the workflow  
that increase efficiency and reduce operational hang-ups that require 
overnight fixes. 

Step 3: 

ESTABLISH BUILDING BLOCKS AND CULTURE

https://www.forrester.com/report/Tackling+The+Cultural+Challenges+Of+Agile+And+DevOps+Transformations/-/E-RES136082
http://www.forbes.com/sites/chriscancialosi/2016/03/28/devops-culture-change-and-the-brass-ring-of-velocity/#6143cb9eca21
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Rymer’s thoughts on DevOps and the impact on culture also 
extend to workplace collaboration and training. As organizations 
undergo transformation, it’s imperative that everyone is left in 
the loop. 

• Hire the right employees/partner: As you hire certified 
project management professionals, you will also need to 
focus on adopting the right communication and collaboration 
best practices that push projects through to market faster 
than traditional methods. We believe that hiring the right 
partner will also also accelerate adoption and facilitate  
clear guidance. 

• Check in with current employees: On the flipside, 
ensuring that current employees are kept abreast of 
organizational changes is also critical. Though DevOps is 
innovative, many employees may find the speed of work 
and collaboration to be disheartening. Leadership must keep 
an open-door policy to ensure that the DevOps strategy is 
always adapting to current interests.

• Streamline communications: As strategies are  
eventually re-keyed, there will be the necessary internal 
workflows that continue to enable DevOps. Consider an 
internal communications newsletter that lays out all the 
coming changes. 

• Identify future deployments and migration: While some 
technologies may not necessarily be moved today, there 
will always be opportunity in the future as you free up new 
budget and look to upgrade your infrastructure.
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ENGAGING WITH THE TECHNICAL BUILDING BLOCKS
The second building block is ensuring that your organization is set up to succeed 
with best practices. With so many solutions within the DevOps toolchain, you 
must create a checklist to ensure you’re investing appropriately. Consider some 
of the major trends that support DevOps today, many of which are aligned with 
themes brought about by the DevOps toolchain.

Application Program Interfaces (APIs)
Software applications are more extensible than ever through APIs, which act as 
building blocks and accelerate development processes. APIs provide needed 
agility and free organizations from having to develop additional features, turning 
organizations in the DevOps toolchain into service providers as well as innovators.  

Microservices 
The evolution of microservices originates from organizational interest in managing 
monolithic applications. Impatient with the amount of time it took applications 
to complete their tasks; technology professionals opted to decompose these 
larger applications into microservices, leading to increased scalability and speed 
to innovation and accelerated deployment. In DevOps, microservices help bridge 

gaps in processes and work well with APIs, creating greater development 
productivity. 

Containers
Developers are always looking for lightweight alternatives to managing and 
testing their applications. Containers provide smaller development environments 
to simulate how an application would operate without any interferences and 
contribute to DevOps initiatives by accelerating testing and quality assurance 
activities. As evidenced by the latest RightScale cloud computing trends survey, 
more teams than ever are exploring containers in their development strategies.8 

Automation
As application development becomes more continuous, automation will also 
become more commonplace. DevOps solutions including CHEF, Docker, 
Sonatype, Jenkins and IBM UrbanCode have now been developed to automate 
DevOps workflow, check code quality, maintain version control, and ensure 
application security and compliance automatically, saving technology teams the 
possibility of human error. 
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http://www.rightscale.com/blog/cloud-industry-insights/cloud-computing-trends-2017-state-cloud-survey
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Additionally, migrating to DevOps also carries implications for organizations 
with presences in impacted industries or which manage a large amount of data. 
Consider the following: 

• Healthcare regulations: The passage of the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in 1996 transformed the way healthcare is 
handled with regards to technology, protecting patients from data breaches 
and regulating the way health organizations and technology providers 
handle patient data. Violations of privacy and mishandling of data can lead to 
substantial fines, so if you are a healthcare organization exploring DevOps, 
do your due diligence to make sure you are covered. Explore our healthcare 
guides for more in-depth best practices as well. 

• Financial Regulations: The Great Recession brought about numerous 
changes to the financial industry, including the protection of customers. 
While recent Federal actions signal a loosening of regulations, organizations 
should still take great care in data migration and application development 
with respect to customer interests. 

• Security: According to a 2016 joint study between Ponemon and IBM, the 
average cost of a data breach is $4 million, or $158 per stolen record9 and  
the likelihood of a data breach involving 10,000 or more records stands at  
24-26%. Make sure you know about the service level agreements (SLA)  
and uptime guarantees provided by the DevOps tools you are considering 
before migrating.  

http://blogs.perficient.com/healthcare/
http://blogs.perficient.com/healthcare/
http://www-03.ibm.com/security/data-breach/
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Success Story

BUILDING THE BRIDGES  
FOR MIGRATION 
Few industries have yet to be disrupted by the cloud, including 
real estate, a largely face-to-face business. A Fortune 500 real 
estate leader in the building of single-family, attached, and 
detached commercial and residential real estate sought to migrate 
to the cloud as a part of its digital transformation initiatives. 

The client’s leadership team engaged us and communicated 
its priorities around customer relationship management (CRM), 
integration, and analytics. Initial projects focused on cloud 
migration, system integration, and adoption with the intention of 
helping the firm increase its ability to connect with customers. 
Using a combination of IBM DevOps solutions supported 
on Amazon Web Services, the firm was able to develop the 
appropriate building blocks to lower total cost of ownership (TCO) 
by 85% while also increasing technology agility. 
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With all the right pieces in place, it’s time to migrate and shift into a DevOps 
mindset. “Lifting and shifting,” as it’s called, is the process of migrating data while 
also shifting workloads previously existing on-premises into the cloud. Following 
are some aspects of the process to consider. 

ITERATE, SIMPLIFY, AND ENHANCE
The qualities of DevOps extend throughout the entire migration process, and  
to the organization itself. Similar to the philosophy of external continuous 
innovation and deployment, you must also do this internally to experience the 
greatest success.

Embrace failure
While every technology leader should emphasize success, they should also 
allow for failure, which can include everything from failed deployments to the 
simplest of mistakes. Growing from failure also means shortening feedback loops 
between employees, managing release cycles, and maintaining an open door of 
communication, as discussed in previous sections. 

Minimum viable product
The proliferation of DevOps also calls for a return to startup mindsets, notably 
with the minimum viable product, or MVP. In startups, a development of an MVP 
originates from the interest of going to market with the simplest and most usable 

solution. For organizations of all sizes, adopting the MVP model sees benefits 
because it allows for eventual iteration, enhancements, and customer feedback. 

Enhanced visibility
Accountability is measured in more granular ways than ever with DevOps, 
especially as timelines, launch readiness, and process flow rule the day. Since 
numerous DevOps tools also include some form of project management 
software, everyone involved can track the status of a project and leadership can 
ensure maximum efficiency. 

Lowering walls
The shift to DevOps lowers the walls between business organizations. When 
best applied, project handoffs become continuous flows from beginning to end 
between sales, product management, engineering, marketing, and business. In 
the process of this, organizations can also optimize communication and go-to-
market timelines. 

Training and re-training
Once a culture has been established and the feedback loops generated, there 
may also be a need for retraining to iterate and enhance current DevOps staff. 
Consider investing in education programs or developing mentorship programs to 
ease the transition. 

Step 4: 

MIGRATION AND SHIFT
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THE MADNESS OF MIGRATION
The other half of settling into DevOps is migration. For organizations 
born in the cloud, migration poses less of a challenge because much 
of what matters already resides in relevant infrastructure. On the 
other hand, organizations that derive much of their infrastructure 
from legacy applications must contend with the challenge of 
migration millions upon billions of data into new software. Migration 
can occur several ways. 

• Hybrid cloud: One way to explore migration is by moving 
some existing private cloud deployments into public cloud 
solutions, otherwise known as the hybrid cloud. Some industry 
analysts, including Gartner analyst Lydia Leong, believe that 
not everything needs to be in the cloud, nor can everything be 
moved in a reasonable timeframe. To learn more about hybrid 
cloud, see our guide, “Transforming Your Enterprise with  
Hybrid Cloud.” 

• Migration-as-a-Service: If you want to move completely to the 
cloud, there are also Migration-as-a-Service (MaaS) solutions, 
including Perficient’s own Immersion Solution, which leverages 
IBM Bluemix or Amazon Web Services. Migration-as-a-Service 
solutions offer in-cloud application development efficiency at a 
much higher rate than standard migration practices, meaning 
that you can move to the cloud more rapidly. 

• Integration platforms: Between hybrid cloud and MaaS 
organizations are Integration Platform as-a-Service (iPaaS) 
solutions. iPaaS solutions provide connectors between legacy 
and cloud-native platforms, either between clouds and cloud 
and on-premises for streamlined integration flows. For more on 
iPaaS and its benefits, explore our Dell Boomi guide. 

http://www.perficient.com/insights/guides/2016/transform-your-enterprise-with-hybrid-cloud
http://www.perficient.com/insights/guides/2016/transform-your-enterprise-with-hybrid-cloud
http://www.perficient.com/insights/guides/2016/innovate-your-business-with-cloud-integration-and-dell-boomi
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Success Story

COMMUNICATING  
A CLOUD MIGRATION
Telecommunications companies are always looking for ways to 
offer innovative content solutions to their customers. One such 
organization operating in a competitive market recognized that 
DevOps could provide a viable path to accomplishing its goals  
and reached out to us to spearhead its digital transformation. 

Among the client’s needs was the management of 15 different 
applications in one release, a significantly higher number 
compared to the past. Using IBM UrbanCode Deploy, we were 
able to migrate and shift innovation outcomes and significantly 
reduce their technology costs while enabling cloud adoption. 

5 STEPS TO MASTERING DEVOPS  /  17 
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Step 5: 

MEASURING INNOVATION  
AND CHANGE
With all the preparations for DevOps transition complete, it’s now 
time to unleash innovation and change. Unfortunately, the move 
to DevOps is not turnkey and requires significant guidance and 
monitoring to ensure a high level of success. Step 5 explores some 
key considerations as you navigate and determine the success of 
your DevOps initiatives. 

TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION
The great thing about DevOps is that many solutions in the 
toolchain lie in the cloud, allowing organizations to evaluate their 
purchases in real time while also giving the flexibility to end usage 
at any time. During the final DevOps process, here are some 
questions to consider: 

• What is the ROI of your technology? Obviously, you 
transitioned to DevOps because the return on investment  
was attractive. In the innovation and change step, it’s also  
time to measure the true value of your purchases. Consider  
the labor, efficiencies, time-to-market, and competitive 
advantages gained. 

• What technologies can you add? At this point, it may also  
be worthwhile to add new technologies into the mix to 
enhance your DevOps strategy. As we discussed at the 
beginning of the guide, do a follow-up gap analysis to 
understand any new challenges. 

• What technologies can you replace? In the same vein as 
adding new technologies, now is also the time to look at what 
can be replaced or migrated. Nearly 71% of enterprises now 
have hybrid cloud deployments according to RightScale10, and 
more organizations are also implementing multi-cloud and 
cloud-native solutions. 

http://www.rightscale.com/blog/cloud-industry-insights/cloud-computing-trends-2016-state-cloud-survey
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AUDITING PROCESS FLOW
Once your technology has been evaluated, it’s also time to audit 
process flow, or the step-by-step process of how the organization 
completes projects. In the DevOps realm, that means looking at 
automation, innovation, communications, and migration processes. 
Here are some questions to consider in this phase.

• What is our strategy? You can discover your organizational 
needs through a SWOT analysis, where you look at the internal 
strengths and weaknesses as well as external opportunity 
and threats that face your organization from a technology 
perspective. From a general perspective, this should provide the 
high-level questions to addressing early changes. 

• What works and what doesn’t? Sometimes you’ll realize 
down the line that the cloud isn’t necessarily a good fit. For 
some industries that use complicated legacy technology like 
enterprise resource planning (ERP), the sheer amount of moving 
parts deems the DevOps transition even more difficult. Don’t 
feel remorse if you find that you need to move workloads back 
on-premises while strategizing future moves. 

OPEN COMMUNICATION
We mentioned John R. Rymer’s research for Forrester in Step 3, 
and emphasize the importance of maintaining open communication 
in unleashing innovation and change. As you complete your DevOps 
roll out, maintain a healthy level of communication with your 
employees and keep an open door to feedback and conversation. 
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Success Story

INSURANCE  
BROKERAGE FIRM 
Insurance brokerage firms   – under pressure to deliver for 
their customers – must optimize their business processes. 
As market demands accelerate, many are looking to DevOps 
methodologies to better compete. This was the goal of our 
client, one of the world’s leading, privately owned independent 
insurance brokerage firms. 

We used Microsoft Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) to 
streamline processes, maintain software development agility, 
and support the distributed development team to ensure 
consistent, high-quality project delivery. 
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DEVOPS CHECKLIST
Done right, DevOps can provide an unparalleled level of freedom 
for your organization as it seeks to raise customer satisfaction and 
innovate in a crowded marketplace. Here’s a brief DevOps checklist 
to help you along your journey. 

STEP 1: DEFINING DEVOPS

Perform gap analysis and areas of improvement 
Assess current project management methodologies 
Assess current cloud computing initiatives 
Assess costs and benefits of not making changes 

STEP 2: ASSESS YOUR IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Inventory existing technology assets

Decide which assets can move into the cloud 
Decide which assets should remain on-premises 

Obtain leadership buy-in for moving to DevOps framework 
Strategize where DevOps lies within the digital  
transformation framework 

STEP 3: ESTABLISH BUILDING BLOCKS AND CHANGE 
Assess current culture and standard operating procedures 

Assess current hiring practices and considered culture shifts
Establish technology needs for DevOps success 

Inventory existing platforms and technologies 
Inventory potential new platforms and technologies 

Align regulatory and compliance rules with industry needs (If necessary) 

STEP 4: MIGRATION AND SHIFT 
Determine areas of iteration and enhancement in the DevOps process

Create communication channels to drive DevOps success 
Train and re-train employees to drive DevOps education
Assess and re-assess changes within process flows 

Execute migration of data between cloud and on-premises or  
cloud to cloud

STEP 5: MEASURING INNOVATION AND CHANGE 
Evaluate DevOps activities 

Calculate DevOps ROI 
Assess need for new DevOps technologies 
Assess need to remove DevOps technologies 

Audit overall process flow 
Continue facilitation of open communications  
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We understand the value of DevOps and can help you adopt the appropriate 
solutions from strategic planning through implementation. We combine our cloud 
expertise and consulting strengths to provide an end-to-end solution, impacting 
organizational change around people, processes, culture, and technology. 

Our philosophy is rooted in value engineering, a systematic method aimed 
improving the value of goods and products characterized as a ratio of function over 
cost. With accelerated transformation, solution cost reductions, and innovation 
within the cloud industry expected to continue for several years, evaluating cloud 
solutions requires a thorough examination of long-term organizational value. 

Our partnerships include top market leaders in the DevOps industry.  
Visit www.perficient.com/partners for more information. 

Additionally, we offer the following custom and proprietary solutions that help you 
accelerate innovation. 

DEVOPS-IN-A-BOX
Selecting technology solutions can be overwhelming, especially with the choices 
available on the market. We make it easier with our DevOps in a Box, led by IBM 
and Amazon solutions, providing all the components necessary so technology 
teams can spend more time developing, and less time choosing. 

INNOVATION LAB
We empower DevOps adoption with our industry-leading Innovation Lab. 
Organizational stakeholders can be overwhelmed with the choices, so our experts 

will assist with choosing the right platform, assessing benefits, delegating 
organizational roles, technology migration, and cost-effective implementation.  
During our three-phase approach (discovery, agile realization, adoption planning), 
you will gain clarity on you cloud adoption platform strategy and design a 
minimum viable product user story for the cloud platform you plan to use. 

IMMERSION SOLUTION
Our Immersion Solution is a Migration-as-a-Service for the IBM Bluemix 
platform that accelerates cloud adoption while also boosting in-cloud application 
development efficiency nearly 40% over standard migration practices. Built 
with IBM’s Softlayer, Bluemix, and UrbanCode, Immersion reduces the cost and 
increases the velocity at which existing on-premises IT can be migrated through 
continuous delivery, validation, and connectivity. IBM recognized Immersion with 
the 2016 IBM Beacon Award for Outstanding Enterprise Cloud Solution. 

MEASURE, DIAGNOSE, AND IMPROVE PHILOSOPHY 
Finally, we provide clarity on the overall cloud journey with our Measure, 
Diagnose, and Improve (MDI) framework, where we determine business value 
and key performance indicators with every cloud migration. Our MDI approach 
emphasizes clarity, encourages continuous improvement and waste elimination, 
and accelerates business-driven value, resulting in a measurable and executable 
cloud strategy that eases the cloud migration process. 

PERFICIENT’S DEVOPS VALUE-ADD

http://www.perficient.com/partners
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ABOUT PERFICIENT 
Perficient is the leading digital transformation 
consulting firm serving Global 2000® and 
enterprise customers throughout North America. 
With unparalleled information technology, 
management consulting and creative capabilities, 
Perficient delivers vision, execution and value 
with outstanding digital experience, business 
optimization and industry solutions.

BLOGS.PERFICIENT.COM

(855) 411-PRFT

TWITTER.COM/PERFICIENT

FACEBOOK.COM/PERFICIENT

PERFICIENT.COM/GUIDES


